Shirokanedai Campus

Getting to the Shirokanedai Campus
- Shirokanedai Station (Subway Namboku Line, Subway Mita Line) 1 minute’s walk.
- Meguro Station East Exit (JR Yamanote Line)
  <Toei Bus> 693 for Oi-keibajimae Station → get off at Shirokanedai-eki-mae stop.
  77 for Sendagaya Station or 886 for Shimbashi Station, for Tokyo Tower → get off at Tòdai-ikaken-byōin-nishi-mon stop.
  <Tokyo Bus> 98 for Tokyo Station Marunouchi South Exit → get off at Shirokanedai-eki-mae stop.
  <By foot> 15 minutes’ walk.
- Shinagawa Station (JR Yamanote Line, other lines)
  <Toei Bus> 693 for Meguro Station → get off at Shirokanedai-eki-mae stop.
- Hiro-o Station (Subway Hibiya Line)
  <Toei Bus> 77 or 886 for Meguro Station → get off at Tòdai-ikaken-byōin-nishi-mon stop.

Nakano Campus

Getting to the Nakano Campus
- Nakano-shimbashi Station (Subway Marunouchi Line) 10 minutes’ walk.
- Nishi-shinjuku-gochôme Station (Subway Ōedo Line) 15 minutes’ walk.
- Hatagaya Station (Keio Line) 20 minutes’ walk.
- Shinjuku Station West Exit (JR Yamanote Line, other lines)
  <Keio Bus> 832 for Kosei-seidó-mae, 833 for Eifukucho or 835 for Kosei Hospital (10 minutes) → get off at Tòdai-fujoku-mae or Minamidai-itchôme stops
  ※Bus departs from Shinjuku Station West Exit bus stop number 17.